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The Odyssey Essay Heroism. What is it? How can it be portrayed? Are there 

bad or good sides to heroism? In “ The Odyssey" by Holmer the character 

Odysseus portrays heroism in many ways. He portrays them in negative and 

positive ways which lead his trip to get back home to get delayed. Odysseus,

why is he portrayed as a hero? Why is he heroic?  The reader would think 

Odysseus is a hero because in the epic no matter the tragedy he faces from 

the gods, specifically Poseidon, he overcomes the obstacles. The gods were 

in favor of Penelope and Odysseus and their son Talamichus however 

Penelope wasn’t allowed to sleep with another man. Odysseus was able to 

spend 5 years with Circe and 5 months with calypso in their bed. Women 

were tools of pleasure in the odyssey and were expected to remain 'faithful 

no matter what' which started the war that forced Odysseus away from 

Ithaca the day his son was born. He faced the tragedy of ripping his ties from

his family, a war, adrift at sea, and the wrath of the gods. That is why he’s a 

tragic hero. Can heroism have negative effects? Odysseus’ heroism hurt him 

at times. His heroism was the reason why his pride and sensualness 

prolonged his voyage back to Ithaca. This is clearly evident in the episode on

the Cyclopes’ Island when Odysseus and his men are safely away from the 

island when Odysseus brags about his exploits making Polythemus hurl giant

boulders almost sinking the ship . This incident hurt Odysseus more than just

losing a few men, because Poseidon makes his travel home very long and 

arduous. This proud characteristic shows how Odysseus’ heroism made him 

lack respect for others and showed he was selfish. Furthermore, Odysseus 

stays with Circe for one year before his men remind him of home. The story 

portrays how an individual’s heroism can affect the outcomes of his voyage. 
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How can heroism help someone overcome something? Can being heroic help

people in life? Many ask this when reading about Odysseus being heroic. The

heroic traits of Odysseus help him survive through the whole epic. For 

example, Odysseus kills the Cyclops while the giant is asleep, even though 

the monster ate two men minutes before. Odysseus is heroic because he 

stands up for his beliefs and never lets the opinions of others keep him from 

doing what is right. Some think Odysseus shows his heroism throughout the 

epic because he is proud and does not want to leave any job unfinished. 

Odysseus often hesitates before acting, because he uses reason to evaluate 

the situation, which saves him and his men many times. Odysseus knows 

that there is no progress without the wisdom and a brave and heroic to back 

it up. Using courage and wisdom throughout life allows a person to see 

greatness in life and show his/her heroic traits. In the end Odysseus showed 

heroism in good and bad ways but to many he is still considered a hero. His 

actions good or bad got him home to Penelope and his son and made his 

name become a legend so many would think he is the definition of heroic or 

that he portrayed heroism well. 
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